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Abstract

This paper studies repeated games where two players play
multiple duopolistic games simultaneously (multimarket con-
tact). A key assumption is that each player receives a noisy
and private signal about the other’s actions (private monitor-
ing or observation errors). There has been no game-theoretic
support that multimarket contact facilitates collusion or not,
in the sense that more collusive equilibria in terms of per-
market profits exist than those under a benchmark case of
one market. An equilibrium candidate under the benchmark
case is belief-free strategies. We are the first to construct a
non-trivial class of strategies that exhibits the effect of mul-
timarket contact from the perspectives of simplicity and mild
punishment. Strategies must be simple because firms in a car-
tel must coordinate each other with no communication. Pun-
ishment must be mild to an extent that it does not hurt even
the minimum required profits in the cartel. We thus focus on
two-state automaton strategies such that the players are co-
operative in at least one market even when he or she pun-
ishes a traitor. Furthermore, we identify an additional condi-
tion (partial indifference), under which the collusive equilib-
rium yields the optimal payoff.

Introduction

This paper investigates a simple but fundamental question:
Can two players cooperate better when they confront in mul-
tiple repeated games than in a single repeated game? A typ-
ical context we concentrate on is multimarket contact. For
example, global enterprises, such as Uber or Lyft, provide
their services in multiple distinct markets. In each area, they
face an oligopolistic competition, which is often modeled
as a prisoners’ dilemma (PD). When they repeatedly con-
front in a long run (repeated games), more cooperative or
collusive behavior can be an equilibrium. They may be more
likely to collude, and a regulatory agency wants to estimate
the extent (Chellappaw, Sambamurthy, and Saraf 2010).

However, the answer to the above question is negative
if we assume that each player can directly observe his op-
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ponent’s actions (perfect monitoring), which is an assump-
tion often used in computer science literature. Bernheim and
Whinston (1990) show that multimarket contact does not im-
prove the most collusive per-market equilibrium profit under
perfect monitoring, though some of the vast empirical stud-
ies rather suggest the opposite (Evans and Kessides 1994).
To resolve this discrepancy, this paper assumes private mon-
itoring where each player may observe a different signal. For
example, although a firm cannot directly observe its rival’s
action, e.g., prices, it can observe a noisy private signal, e.g.,
its own sales amounts

Analytical studies on this class of games have not been
very successful (Mailath and Samuelson 2006). This is be-
cause characterizing all equilibria or identifying optimal
equilibria in games with private monitoring is extremely
hard. Indeed, equilibrium candidates may be so complicated
as to be represented only by automaton strategies with a
very large state space, and the complexity, together with pri-
vacy of the other player’s signals, would require very in-
volved statistical inferences to estimate the other player’s
history at any period and to check optimality of the con-
tinuation strategy (Kandori 2010). Notably, a belief-free ap-
proach has successfully established a general characteriza-
tion where an equilibrium strategy is constructed so that the
statistical inferences do not matter (Ely and Välimäki 2002;
Ely, Horner, and Olszewski 2005). However, it is not obvi-
ous whether the belief-free approach is helpful in examining
the effects of multimarket contact. This is because we want
to deal with any number of markets, which causes the num-
ber of available actions to exponentially increase and may
diminish its tractability.

The main goal of this paper is to construct, under multi-
market contact with private monitoring, a non-trivial class
of strategies which can sustain a better per-market outcome
than an equilibrium strategy for a single market. The sec-
ondary concern is twofold. First, strategies must be simple.
Firms do not communicate with each other after they form
a cartel so that their cartel could be escaped from monitor-
ing by a regulatory agency. If they employ a complicated
strategy, it will be hard to detect one’s deviation and to re-
store its collusion after punishment. We thus concentrate on
simple two-state automaton strategies, which are still diffi-
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cult to analyze. Second, we assume firms punish a traitor
in only some market, instead of all markets. When a cartel
forms, products therein may not be so differentiated and the
profit from the market may be small. If a firm punishes a
traitor in all markets, it may not be able to earn the mini-
mum necessary profit. The more collusive equilibrium thus
prescribes the players to be cooperative in at least one mar-
ket even under a punishment state. Surprisingly, our analysis
reveals that information from such markets is crucial to ad-
mit the multimarket contact effect.

When we employ the belief-free approach, the strategy
found by the work of Ely and Välimäki is an important
benchmark and it attains the optimal payoff among belief-
free equilibria in PD (Ely and Välimäki 2002). This strategy,
which we call EV, can form a belief-free equilibrium under
private monitoring in the single market case and attains high
expected payoffs with a wide range of parameter settings.
Figure 1 illustrates EV, which is a variant of the well-known
tit-for-tat strategy.1 A player first cooperates and keeps co-
operation as long as she observes a signal suggesting coop-
eration. Once she observes a signal suggesting defection, she
defects with a given probability and cooperates with the re-
maining probability. Similarly, when she defects, she keeps
defection as long as she observes a signal suggesting defec-
tion. Once she observes a signal suggesting cooperation, she
returns to cooperation with another given probability and de-
fects with the remaining probability.

Building upon those considerations, we provide a condi-
tion under which a generalization of the benchmark belief-
free strategies, which we call the generalized EV (gEV)
strategy, forms an equilibrium. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to identify an equilibrium designed for
multiple markets whose per-market equilibrium payoffs ex-
ceed one for the benchmark strategies. Furthermore, we find
an additional condition, which we call partial indifference.
It implies that each player is indifferent among all strategies
which differ only in play in a given subset of the markets.
Under this condition, the gEV equilibrium yields the opti-
mal payoff.

Let us finally note a simple extension of the EV strat-
egy to multimarket contact. We show that for any number
of markets, it is an equally collusive equilibrium under the
same condition as the benchmark case. The equilibrium sat-
isfies a special case of partial indifference (total indiffer-
ence), where the subset consists of all markets and is most
collusive among such equilibria. Moreover, we reveal that,
under the condition, each player’s continuation play depends
only on the number of signals suggesting the other player’s
defection in the previous period in a linear manner. This re-
sult implies that it must be designed in such a non-linear
manner as the gEV strategy.

1Here, g and b are noisy private signals suggesting that the op-
ponent’s action is C and D, respectively. εR or εP represents the
transition probability between states. We omit the transitions for
the remaining probabilities.

Model

Two players play M PDs simultaneously in each period.
In each PD, each player chooses either C (cooperation) or
D (defection). This is regarded as a model of oligopolistic
competition, where C is an action increasing the total pay-
offs (for instance, in the case of price competition, charging
a collusive high price), and D is a non-cooperative one (like
a price cut). The players can choose different actions over
the M PDs, so that each player’s action set in each period is
{C,D}M .

Each player cannot directly observe the other player’s ac-
tions, but receives an imperfect signal about them. In each
PD, each player receives either a good signal g or a bad sig-
nal b. We assume that each player receives his signals indi-
vidually, and cannot observe the other player’s signals (pri-
vate monitoring). The pair of signals they privately receive
in each PD is stochastic, following a common symmetric
probability distribution that depends entirely on the action
pair of that PD. We denote it by o(ω1, ω2|a1, a2), where
(ω1, ω2) ∈ {g, b}2 and (a1, a2) ∈ {C,D}2. We assume that
the signals across the M PDs are independent, though the
signals of a given PD may be correlated across the players.
We also assume that the signal distributions are described by
one parameter. There exists p ∈ (1/2, 1) such that for any i,
any ωj (j �= i) and any a ∈ {C,D}2,

∑
ωi∈{g,b}

o(ωi, ωj |a) =
{
p if (ai, ωj) ∈

{
(C, g), (D, b)

}
,

1− p otherwise.

The marginal distribution of an individual signal in a given
PD is such that the right signal (ωj = g if ai = C, and
ωj = b if ai = D) is received with probability p. We let
s = 1 − p, which is the probability of an error. The as-
sumption is consistent with conditionally independent mon-
itoring, which is a representative monitoring structure. For-
mally, a signal distribution is conditionally independent if
o(ωi, ωj | a) = o(ωi | a)o(ωj | a) for all ωi, ωj , and a.
Also, it is consistent with nearly perfect monitoring (when p
is close to 1), but inconsistent with nearly public monitoring
(namely, the case where the event ω1 = ω2 is much more
likely than ω1 �= ω2).

In each PD, player i’s payoff depends only on his action
and the signal of that PD. The payoff function is common to
all PDs, denoted by πi(ai, ωi). We are more interested in the
expected payoff function:

gi(a1, a2) =
∑

(ω1,ω2)

πi(ai, ωi)o(ω1, ω2|a1, a2).

We assume that their expected payoff functions are repre-
sented by the following payoff matrix:

C D
C 1, 1 −y, 1 + x
D 1 + x,−y 0, 0

We assume x > 0, y > 0 and 1 > x − y, so that it indeed
represents a PD.

All M PDs are played infinitely, in periods t = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
Player i’s private history at the beginning of period t ≥ 1 is
an element of Ht

i ≡ [{C,D}M × {g, b}M ]t
. Let H0

i be
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an arbitrary singleton, and let Hi = ∪t≥0H
t
i be the set of

player i’s all private histories. Player i’s strategy of this re-
peated game is a mapping from Hi to the set of all prob-
ability distributions over {C,D}M . That is, we allow ran-
domized strategies. If the actual play of the repeated game
is such that the action pair

(
am1 (t), am2 (t)

)
is played in the

m-th PD in period t for each m and t, player i’s normalized
average payoff is

(1− δ)
∞∑
t=0

δt
M∑

m=1

gi
(
am1 (t), am2 (t)

)
, (1)

where δ ∈ (0, 1) is their common discount factor. The aver-
age payoff of any strategy pair is the expected value of Eq. 1,
where the expectation is taken with respect to the players’
randomizations and the monitoring structure.

Belief-Free Equilibrium

The solution concept for repeated games with imperfect
monitoring is sequential equilibrium (Kreps and Wilson
1982). However, since it is still highly difficult to analyze
our model, we here focus on a special class called belief-
free equilibria (Ely, Horner, and Olszewski 2005), which
is standard in the private monitoring literature (Mailath and
Samuelson 2006).
Definition 1 (Belief-Free Equilibrium). A strategy pair is
a belief-free equilibrium if for any t ≥ 0, ht

1 ∈ Ht
1 and

ht
2 ∈ Ht

2, each player i’s continuation strategy given ht
i is

optimal against player j’s continuation strategy given ht
j .

An important property is that, while player i given her
private history should, in principle, optimize her continua-
tion payoff against her belief about player j’s history (and
hence his continuation strategy), her continuation strategy
is optimal even if she were to know j’s history with cer-
tainty.2 In other words, the players playing a belief-free equi-
librium need not compute their beliefs in the course of play.
When a strategy pair is represented by finite-state automaton
strategies, as will be the case in subsequent analysis, it is a
belief-free equilibrium if any player’s continuation strategy
(behavior expanded from the automaton) starting from any
state is a best response (optimal) against the other player’s
continuation strategy starting from any state. Note that we
never restrict the other’s possible strategy space, which in-
cludes strategies with an infinite number of states.

Suppose both players employ a common strategy repre-
sented by a two-state automaton with state space {R,P}.
Let Vs1s2 , where s1 ∈ {R,P} and s2 ∈ {R,P}, be
player 1’s continuation payoff when (i) player 2 is currently
at s2 and then follows the automaton, and (ii) player 1 al-
ways plays the action prescribed at state s1 at any subse-
quent history. The strategy pair is a belief-free equilibrium
if and only if there exist VR and VP such that

VRR = VPR = VR, VRP = VPP = VP , (2)

and that Vs2 (s2 ∈ {R,P}) is player 1’s best response pay-
off against player 2’s continuation strategy when he is at

2We refer to player i or 1 as her and to player j or 2 as him
throughout this paper.

R
g:1

b:εR

g:εP
P

b:1

ai=C ai=D

Figure 1: EV strategy

R
gg:1

gb/bg: R

bb:2 R

gg:2 P

P
bb:1

ai=(C,C) ai=(D,D)

gb/bg: P

Figure 2: sEV strategy

state s2. To see this, note that by Eq. 2, player 1 at any history
is indifferent between her continuation strategy at state R
and that at state P irrespective of her belief about player 2’s
state. Since the second condition implies that both continu-
ation strategies give her best response payoff at any history,
the conditions for belief-free equilibrium are all satisfied.

We shall consider a general class of two-state automaton
strategies throughout this paper.

Definition 2 (Two-State Automaton Strategies). The state
space is {R,P}, and R is the initial state. At state s ∈
{R,P}, the player is prescribed to choose as ∈ {C,D}M .
Suppose the current state is R(P ). If ω = (ωk)

M
k=1 ∈

{g, b}M is observed, then the state shifts to P (R) with prob-
ability ξR(ω) (ξP (ω)) (and stays at R(P ) with the remain-
ing probability). Note that this class is parameterized by
ξR(·) and ξP (·): For any s ∈ {R,P}, ξs : {g, b}M → [0, 1],
which we call the transition probability functions.

Ely-Välimäki Strategy

Let us next explain an instance of this class for a single PD
case (M = 1). Figure 1 illustrates the EV strategy (Ely and
Välimäki 2002) where aR = C, aP = D, ξR(g) = 1,
ξR(b) = εR, ξP (b) = 1, and ξP (g) = εP . Note that

εR =
(1− δ)x

δ
{
2p− 1− (1− p)(x+ y)

} , and

εP =
(1− δ)y

δ
{
2p− 1− (1− p)(x+ y)

} .

A solid line denotes a deterministic transition and a dashed
line denotes a probabilistic transition, though, for simplicity,
we omit some state transitions. EV is a representative two-
state automaton strategy that forms a belief-free equilibrium
under repeated games with private monitoring and attains
the highest average payoff among belief-free equilibria in
PD. A player first cooperates at state R, but after observing
a bad signal, she punishes (defects) at the next period with
probability εR, or keep cooperation with 1 − εR. Likewise,
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after she defects at P , if she observes a good signal, she
returns cooperation with εP , or keep defection with 1− εP .
Proposition 1. There exist εR ∈ [0, 1] and εP ∈ [0, 1] such
that the EV strategy pair is a belief-free equilibrium if

δ
[
2p−1−(1−p)(x+y)+max{x, y}] ≥ max{x, y}. (3)

The average payoff starting from state R is

VR = V EV ≡ 1− (1− p)x

2p− 1
.

Simplified EV Equilibrium

What happens if there are M(≥ 2) PDs, in comparison with
the case of one PD? If EV forms an equilibrium, it is always
an equilibrium to play it in each PD independently. Obvi-
ously, the payoff of this equilibrium is M times the EV equi-
librium payoff. Under this equilibrium, a player’s actions in
all PDs can be quite different, depending on the histories of
individual PDs. Thus, the corresponding automaton has 2M
states.

Interestingly, this equilibrium strategy can be greatly sim-
plified so that it is an equilibrium with the same payoff and
under the same condition. The simplified strategy just has
two states, where a player cooperates in all PDs at one state
and defects in all PDs at the other. Her actions are therefore
perfectly correlated across the PDs. The class of strategies,
which we call simplified EV (sEV), is simple, also in the
sense that its transition probabilities from one state to the
other depend only on the number of bad or good signals.
Therefore, the player need not to know the exact configura-
tion of the signals.
Definition 3 (sEV Strategy). An sEV strategy for M(≥ 2)
PDs is a two-state automaton strategy parameterized by two
numbers εR ∈ [0, 1] and εP ∈ [0, 1]:
• The actions at each state are prescribed by aR =
(C,C, . . . , C) and aP = (D,D, . . . ,D),

• The transition probabilities are defined as
ξR(ω) = |{k | ωk = b}|εR, and ξP (ω) = |{k | ωk = g}|εP .

Figure 2 illustrates sEV for two PDs in the same man-
ner as Figure 1. The next theorem identifies the equilibrium
condition and the average payoff starting from state R.
Theorem 1. There exist εR ∈ [0, 1] and εP ∈ [0, 1] such
that the sEV strategy pair is a belief-free equilibrium if Eq. 3
holds. The average payoff starting from state R is MV EV

We place the proof in the full version because it is similar
to Proposition 1.

Generalized EV Equilibrium and

Partially Indifference

The goal of the analysis of this section is to give one an-
swer to whether a class of strategies which can yield a better
per-market payoff than the EV strategy exists or not. Let us
define the class of strategies as the generalized EV (gEV)
strategy that achieves the optimal payoff

Y
d ≡ M − 1− p

2p− 1
(d+ 1)x. (4)

We also use

Y d ≡ M − d+
1− p

2p− 1
dy +

pM−d

pM−d − (1− p)M−d
(M − d)x. (5)

Definition 4 (gEV Strategy). A gEV strategy for M(≥ 2)
PDs is a two-state automaton strategy parameterized by five
parameters, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M − 1}, αR, αP , βR, and βP :

αR =
(1− δ)x

δ(Y
d − Y d)(2p− 1)

,

αP =
(1− δ)y

δ(Y
d − Y d)(2p− 1)

,

βR =
(1− δ)x

δ(Y
d − Y d)(2p− 1)(1− p)M−d−1

,

βP =
(1− δ)(M − d)x

δ(Y
d − Y d)

{
pM−d − (1− p)M−d

} .

Let us divide the markets into A = {1, 2, . . . ,M − d}
and B = {M − d + 1,M − d + 2, . . . ,M}. The actions

at each state are prescribed by aR = (

M︷ ︸︸ ︷
C,C, . . . , C) and

aP = (

M−d︷ ︸︸ ︷
C, . . . , C,

d︷ ︸︸ ︷
D, . . . ,D). The transition probabilities

are defined as

ξR(ω) =

{
αR|{k ∈ B | ωk = b}|+ βR if ωk = b for all k ∈ A,

αR|{k ∈ B | ωk = b}| otherwise.

ξP (ω) =

{
αP |{k ∈ B | ωk = g}|+ βP if ωk = g for all k ∈ A,

αP |{k ∈ B | ωk = g}| otherwise.

Let us explain how we construct this strategy. A player
cooperates in A at state P . Then, she always cooperates PDs
in A regardless of which state she is in. The transition prob-
abilities from R to P distinguish signals from A with from
B. The increase of transition probabilities is constant for the
number of bad signals from A. If she observes at least one
good signal from A, it is zero, otherwise, βR. The transi-
tion probabilities further increase by αR in the number of
bad signals from B. Similarly, the transition probabilities
from P to R are specified. Their increase is constant for the
number of good signals from A. If she observes at least one
bad signal from A, it is zero, otherwise, βP . The transition
probabilities increase by αP in the number of good signals
from B.

The following theorem identifies a condition for an equi-
librium outperforming the sEV equilibrium.

Theorem 2. If Y
d
> Y d, there exists δ ∈ (0, 1) such that

for any δ ≥ δ, there is a belief-free equilibrium with VR =

Y
d

and VP = Y d.
The payoffs equal the upper and the lower bounds derived

in Theorems 3 and 4. Those bounds of equilibrium payoffs
are obtained under the following condition, which we call
partial indifference. Recall that A = {1, 2, . . . ,M − d} and
B = {M − d+ 1,M − d+ 2, . . . ,M} by parameter d. Let
Vs(a) be the continuation payoff when player 2 is at state s
and player 1 chooses action a.
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Definition 5 (Partial Indifference). Fix d ∈ [1,M − 1]. An
equilibrium is d-partially indifferent if for any s ∈ {R,P},
any a′, a′′ ∈ {C,D}M , and any k ∈ A, if a′k = a′′k ,
Vs(a

′) = Vs(a
′′).

The d-partial indifference means that, given the other
player’s strategy, a player’s repeated game payoff does not
depend on the play of the B markets once he fixes a play
of the A markets. For example, if the player cooperates in
all A markets (as in the equilibrium), he receives a com-
mon repeated game payoff regardless of his actions in the
B markets. Or if he defects in all A markets, he receives a
common repeated game payoff regardless of his actions in
the B markets. Similar indifference holds for any play of
the A markets. In other words, this concept implies that his
repeated game payoff given the other player’s strategy de-
pends solely on his play in the A markets. Further, our anal-
ysis shows that the repeated game payoff is maximized when
the player cooperates in all A markets. Thus, the strategy is
optimal among all possible strategies.

Let us outline the proof of Theorem 2. We calculate
both the upper (lower) bound of the continuation payoffs
from state R (P ) among all d-partially indifferent equilibria
among the class of strategies in Definition 2 (Theorems 3
and 4). Since our equilibrium uses a transition to R as a
reward and a transition to P as a punishment, the upper
bound must exceed the lower bound (Theorem 5). Under that
condition, we construct a particular gEV equilibrium which
achieves those upper and lower bounds if the discount factor
is sufficiently large.

Suppose that aR and aP are prescribed as in Definition 4.
Formally, given d, aR = (aRk )

M
k=1, aP = (aPk )

M
k=1 where for

all k, aRk = C, for all k ∈ A, aPk = C, and for all k ∈ B,
aPk = D.

Theorem 3. Fix d ∈ [1,M−1]. Suppose aR is prescribed as
in Definition 4. Any d-partially indifferent belief-free equi-
librium payoff is at most Y

d
defined in Eq. 4.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary d-partially indifferent belief-
free equilibrium. Fix k ∈ B. For any a−k ∈ {C,D}M−1,
d-partially indifferent belief-freeness implies

(1− δ)x = δ(VR − VP )
{
ζR(D, a−k)− ζR(C, a−k)

}
.

(6)

Note that o2(ω−k | a−k) is the probability that player 2
observes a signal profile ω−k from the markets except k oc-
curs when player 1 chooses an action profile a−k. Besides
ζs(a) indicates

∑
ω∈{g,b}M o2(ω | a)ξs(ω) for state s. Then

we derive for any a−k,

(1− δ)x = δ(VR − VP )(2p− 1)
∑

ω−k∈{g,b}M−1

{
ξR(b, ω−k) (7)

− ξR(g, ω−k)
}
o2(ω−k | a−k).

We have, for any a−k ∈ {C,D}M−1, ζR(D, a−k) −

ζR(C, a−k) =

(2p− 1)
∑

ω−k∈{g,b}M−1

{
ξR(b, ω−k)−

ξR(g, ω−k)
}
o2(ω−k | a−k).

Substituting this into Eq. 6, we obtain

ξR(b, ω−k)− ξR(g, ω−k) =
(1− δ)x

δ(VR − VP )(2p− 1)
.

Intuitively, this implies the increase of the transition prob-
abilities is constant when the signal observed in a market
changes from the good to the bad one. Since we can arbitrar-
ily choose k ∈ B, there exists a function βR : {g, b}M−d →
[0, 1] such that

ξR(ω) =
(1− δ)x|{k ∈ B | ωk = b}|

δ(VR − VP )(2p− 1)
+ βR(ω1, . . . , ωM−d)

for all ω ∈ {g, b}M . Note that the transition probability
from state R to P is linear in the number of bad signals
from B.

Let us consider the incentive condition that a player
at state R defects in a single market. Recall that aR =
(C, . . . , C) and let a′R be an action that defects only in a
market and cooperates in the remaining, e.g., (D,C, . . . , C).

VR ≥ (1− δ)(M + x) + δVR − δ(VR − VP )ζR(a
′R)

↔(1− δ)x ≤ δ(VR − VP )
{
ζR(a

′R)− ζR(a
R)

}
.

Since the left hand side of this equation is positive, we have
ζR(a

′R) > ζR(a
R). For a ∈ {aR, a′R}, it holds that

ζR(a) =
(1− δ)x(1− p)d

δ(VR − VP )(2p− 1)
+ ηR(a)

where ηR(a) =

∑
(ω1,...,ωM−d)∈{g,b}M−d

[
M−d∏
k=1

o2(ωk | a)
]
βR(ω1, . . . , ωM−d).

Clearly, ζR(a′R)− ζ(aR) = ηR(a
′R)− ηR(a

R) > 0 holds.
From those equations, let us transform the expected payoff
starting from state R.

VR =M − δ

1− δ
(VR − VP )ζR(a

R)

≤M − 1− p

2p− 1
xd− x

ηR(a′R)− ηR(aR)
ηR(a

R).

Note that ηR(a) must be non-zero. If not, for any
(ω1, . . . , ωM−d) ∈ {g, b}M−d, βR(ω1, . . . , ωM−d) = 0
and for any two a, a′ ∈ {C,D}M , η(a′) − η(a) = 0. This
contradicts ηR(a

′R) − ηR(a
R) > 0. Therefore, there ex-

ists a signal profile (ω1, . . . , ωM−d) ∈ {g, b}M−d such that
βR(ω1, . . . , ωM−d) > 0. We have

1 <
ηR(a

′R)
ηR(aR)

≤ p

1− p
.

Accordingly, we finally obtain VR ≤ Y
d
. The proof is com-

plete.
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The upper bound always exceeds the benchmark, unless
d = M − 1.

In this equilibrium, the fact that the d-partial indifference
decreases the continuation payoff from R by 1−p

2p−1dx fol-
lows from the linearity of the transition probabilities in B.
The remaining term of 1−p

2p−1x follows from the incentive
condition that a player chooses C in A.

Let us next derive the lower bound.

Theorem 4. Fix d ∈ [1,M−1]. Suppose aP is prescribed as
in Definition 4. Among the class of strategies in Definition 2,
any d-partially indifferent belief-free equilibrium payoff is
at least Y d defined in Eq. 5.

Since the flow of this proof is the same as that of Theo-
rem 3, we place it in the full version.

Before proving Theorem 2, we show in any d-partially
indifferent belief-free equilibrium, Y

d ≥ VR > VP ≥ Y d

must hold. Otherwise, none of the equilibrium exists. To this
end, it is suffice to the following statement holds.

Theorem 5. Fix d ∈ [1,M − 1]. In any d-partially indiffer-
ent belief-free equilibrium payoff, VR > VP .

Proof. Consider an arbitrary d-partially indifferent belief-
free equilibrium. Recall that ζs(a) is

∑
ω∈{g,b}M o2(ω |

a)ξs(ω) for state s. From Definition 2, we have

VR = (1− δ)M + δVR − δ(VR − VP )ζR(a
R), and

VP = (1− δ)(M − d) + δVP + δ(VR − VP )ζP (a
P )

hold and we obtain

VR − VP =
(1− δ)d

(1− δ) + δ
{
ζR(aR) + ζP (aP )

} .

Thus, VR > VP holds because the right hand side is clearly
positive.

Proof of Theorem 2. Fix d ∈ [1,M − 1] and suppose the
gEV strategy. We claim that Y

d
> Y d implies ξs(ω) ∈ [0, 1]

for all s ∈ {R,P} and ω ∈ {g, b}M . It is immediate that
ξs(·) is always positive if Y

d
> Y d.

Next, define δ ∈ (0, 1) as δ satisfying

max
{
αRd+ βR, αP d+ βP

}
= 1.

Since d is the maximum value of |{k ∈ B | ωk = b}| or
|{k ∈ B | ωk = g}|, for any δ ≥ δ, it holds that ξs(ω) ≤ 1
for all s ∈ {R,P} and ω ∈ {g, b}M . Therefore, the gEV
strategy is verified.

By solving the following system of the equations, we ob-
tain VR = Y

d
and VP = Y d.

VR = (1− δ)gR(a
R) + δVR − δ(VR − VP )ζR(a

R)

= (1− δ)gR(a
P ) + δVR − δ(VR − VP )ζR(a

P ).

VP = (1− δ)gP (a
R) + δVP + δ(VR − VP )ζP (a

R)

= (1− δ)gP (a
P ) + δVP + δ(VR − VP )ζP (a

P ).

It suffices to verify that (i) VR is a player’s best response
payoff when the other player is at state R, and (ii) VP is
a player’s best response payoff when the other player is at
state P . To this end, let Vs(dA, dB) be a player’s continua-
tion payoff when he chooses D at some dA PDs in A at some
dB PDs in B. Then it conforms to the strategy from the next
period on, given that the other player is at state s and con-
forms to the strategy. The proof is complete if we show that
Vs(0, 0) ≥ Vs(dA, dB) for any dA, any dB , and any s.

First, some calculation verifies

VR(dA, dB) = (1− δ)M + δVR − δ(VR − VP )d(1− p)αR

+(1− δ)x
[
dA −

( p

1− p

)dA 1− p

2p− 1

]
.

Hence, VR(dA, dB) does not depend on dB . For any dA and
dB , VR(dA, dB)− VR(dA + 1, dB) =

(1− δ)x
[
− 1 +

( p

1− p

)dA
]
.

Since p > 1− p, VR(dA, dB) ≥ VR(dA + 1, dB) holds for
any dA and dB . We obtain VR(dA, dB) =

dA∑
k=1

{
VR(k, dB)− VR(k − 1, dB)

}
+ VR(0, dB) ≤ VR(0, dB)

for any dA and dB , as desired. Further, it attains the same
value −(1− δ)x 1−p

2p−1 at dA = 0 and dA = 1. The concavity
of the last term of VR(dA, dB) implies this consequence.

Finally, some calculation verifies

VP (dA, dB) =

(1− δ)(M − d− dy) + δVP − δ(VR − VP )dpα
P

+(1− δ)x
[
dA +

(1− p

p

)dA pM−d(M − d)

pM−d − (1− p)M−d

]
.

Hence, VP (dA, dB) does not depend on dB . For any dB , it
attains the same value

(1− δ)x
pM−d(M − d)

pM−d − (1− p)M−d

at dA = 0 and dA = M − d. Since p > 1− p, it is convex in
dA. This convexity implies that VP (0, dB) ≥ VP (dA, dB)
for any dA and dB . The proof is complete.

Theorem 2 reaches the main goal we raised at the be-
ginning of this paper. Namely, if there exists an integer
d < M − 1 such that Y

d
> Y d, the gEV strategy yields

the average per-market payoff greater than the EV and sEV
strategies. Note that the number of markets M must be
greater than three. The condition Y

d
> Y d is equivalent

to

d
{
1− 1− p

2p− 1
(x+ y)

}
>

{ 1− p

2p− 1

+(M − d)
pM−d

pM−d − (1− p)M−d

}
x.
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The coefficient of d in the left hand side must be positive
because that of x in the right hand side is positive. This is the
necessary condition that an EV equilibrium exists for some
discount factor from Eq. 3. Unless EV is an equilibrium,
for any d, no d-partially indifferent belief-free equilibrium
exists.

sEV Equilibrium and Total Indifference

This subsection turns to the sEV equilibrium to deepen the
understandings of gEV. Consider an extreme case of partial
indifference. We restrict an equilibrium such that every ac-
tion is indifferent in the continuation payoff regardless of the
opponent’s state.
Definition 6 (Total Indifference). An equilibrium is totally
indifferent if for any s ∈ {R,P}, any a′, a′′ ∈ {C,D}M ,
Vs(a

′) = Vs(a
′′).

sEV clearly is totally indifferent. In addition, the next the-
orem claims the bound of the equilibrium payoff.
Theorem 6. Suppose aR = (C,C, . . . , C). Among the class
of strategies in Definition 2, any totally indifferent belief-free
equilibrium payoff is at most MV EV .

We place the proof in the full version. We emphasize that
the total indifference requires the signal in one market to
have the same impact on the transition probabilities as the
signal in any other market, as is seen from

ξR(ω) =
(1− δ)x|{k | ωk = b}|
δ(VR − VP )(2p− 1)

+ βR.

Hence, the sEV equilibrium is most collusive among all to-
tally indifferent equilibria because it has βR = 0 and there-
fore is least likely to switch to inefficient punishment. Since
Theorem 6 does not specify behavior in state P , mild pun-
ishment is not sufficient to improve the per-market equilib-
rium payoff. Some nonlinearity of the transition probabili-
ties is necessary. Signals from markets, where each player
is prescribed to cooperate at any state, are essential to admit
more collusive equilibria.

Discussions

Let us explain why gEV can form an equilibrium. A key
feature involves the nonlinearity of the transition probabil-
ities. In fact, the transition probabilities from state R to P
do not depend on the outcome in A at all, as long as it con-
tains at least one good signal. However, if all signals from A
are bad, the transition probability sharply increases by βR.
Why does this nonlinearity help? Suppose the other player
is at state R, and consider how a player wants to play the
PDs in A. Her incentive to play C or D in one PD in A cru-
cially depends on the probability of the event that all signals
among the other PDs in A are bad. Only under that event,
is her action in this PD pivotal. Naturally, the event is more
likely when she defects among more PDs in A. Therefore,
her temptation to defect in one PD in A is largest when she
cooperates among all other PDs in A. Note that we apply a
similar argument to this when we check the incentives. This
observation implies that once gEV prevents a player from
defecting in one PD in A, it automatically ensures that the

player has no incentive to defect in any number of PDs in A.
Thus, as long as we consider gEV, we can effectively ignore
all actions which defect among two or more PDs in A. This
reduction in the number of incentive constraints is a key to
the payoff improvement results brought about by gEV.

Next let us note why our gEV strategy outperforms the
sEV strategy. First of all, if we had zero A market (d=M),
gEV would be equal to sEV. Thus, gEV with a few A mar-
kets is a natural equilibrium candidate. Further, perpetual
cooperation in the A markets leads to an improvement of
the per-market equilibrium payoff. Relatedly, the presence
of the A markets is a key part of our results and reflects
some reality. A typical example is airline industries: cutting
the fares in every route rarely occurs (except some promo-
tion or campaign), and the fares in routes connecting major
cities tend to be almost the same across airlines (Evans and
Kessides 1994).

Another question is whether gEV achieves an optimal
payoff among much more general equilibrium strategies
than d-partially indifferent equilibria. Under perfect moni-
toring, it is known that a player’s equilibrium payoff vec-
tor can be computed. Dynamic programming can derive the
bounds of the equilibrium payoff of each player, i.e., a self-
generation set (Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti 1990). The ex-
istence of an equilibrium strategy is guaranteed that attains a
payoff vector in that set. Unfortunately, under private mon-
itoring, this is generally impossible because the recursive
structure under perfect or public monitoring does not per-
sist. Checking the optimality is the immediate future work.

Related literature

In the literature of computer science, AI, and multi-agent
systems, there are many streams associated with repeated
games (Burkov and Chaib-draa 2013): The complexity of
equilibrium computation (Littman and Stone 2005; Borgs et
al. 2010; Andersen and Conitzer 2013), multi-agent learn-
ing (Blum and Monsour 2007; Conitzer and Sandholm
2007; Shoham and Leyton-Brown 2008), partially observ-
able stochastic games (POSGs) (Hansen, Bernstein, and
Zilberstein 2004; Doshi and Gmytrasiewicz 2006; Tennen-
holtz and Zohar 2009; Mescheder, Tuyls, and Kaisers 2011;
Wunder et al. 2011), and so on. Among them, POSGs are
most relevant because repeated games with private monitor-
ing can be considered as a special case of POSGs. How-
ever, POSGs often impose partial observability on an oppo-
nent’s strategy (behavior rule) and not on opponent’s past
actions (Mescheder, Tuyls, and Kaisers 2011; Wunder et al.
2011). They estimate an optimal (best reply) strategy against
an unknown strategy (not always fixed) from perfectly ob-
servable actions (perfect monitoring). In contrast, we verify
whether a given strategy profile is a mutual best reply after
any history, i.e., finding an equilibrium, with partially ob-
servable actions (private monitoring). Thus, this paper also
addresses understanding the gap between POSGs and re-
peated games with private monitoring in economics.

In fact, very few existing works have addressed verifying
an equilibrium. Hansen, Bernstein, and Zilberstein (2004)
develop an algorithm that iteratively eliminates dominated
strategies. However, just eliminating dominated strategies
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is not sufficient to find an equilibrium. Also, the algorithm
is not applicable to an infinitely repeated game. Doshi and
Gmytrasiewicz (2006) investigate the computational com-
plexity of achieving equilibria in interactive POMDPs.

The economics literature has extensively studied an-
other interesting class of repeated games where the play-
ers observe a common noisy signal (public monitoring).
Kobayashi and Ohta (2012) studied this version of our model
and showed that when multimarket contact facilitates collu-
sion, the most collusive equilibrium payoff is attained by a
variant of the trigger strategy. Hence, the players must de-
fect in all markets in the punishment state. Our model has an
opposite implication which rather favors mild punishment.

Conclusions

This paper examined equilibria in multimarket contact with
a noisy signal. To the best of our knowledge, under private
monitoring, we are the first to find the multimarket contact
effect, i.e., the existence of more collusive equilibria than
the single market case. We constructed the gEV strategy and
clarified the structure of the equilibria, by finding the partial
indifferent condition, which leads that strategy to the best
possible payoff. In future works, we are particularly inter-
ested in an extension to asymmetric markets. We believe
our equilibrium construction easily extends to the case of
asymmetric markets, only at the expense of additional no-
tations. Under asymmetry, the colluding firms may want to
optimally choose the A markets and the B markets, which
makes our problem more complicated.
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